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Seven stainless steel conveyors built for a very large
pharmaceutical operation.
Multi-Conveyor recently fulfilled a
request for seven different stainless
steel conveyors for a large
pharmaceutical operation.
The customer will be moving several
sizes of small diameter glass vials
through parallel transfers and side
table accumulators. Accumulation
side tables are perfect when a project
can’t handle a surge of product, but
can progressively accumulate product
being fed in at a single filed rate.
The video shows several capabilities
including a single lane chain to belt
accumulation table then back to single
chain again. The bottles then flow
through the accumulated belt back
onto the chain to show you a flawless
transfer for continuous movement.
Adjustable UHMW stainless steel
guide rails are moved either wider or
narrower based on the company's vial
diameters.

Let Multi-Conveyor help you
with your next project. Call
today: 1-800-236-7960. MultiConveyor... your best,
conveyed better.

Get Ready For Pack Expo!
It's time to get your Pack Expo floor plan mapped
out! You won't have any trouble finding MultiConveyor as we are conveniently located right in
the front of the South Hall in booth S-3414.

Modular "Quick Ship" Conveyors
Benefits of the Success Series from MultiConveyor include very attractive pricing while

We will have new equipment, new faces to meet,
and a brand new display to help with your next
conveyor project. We look forward to seeing you
there.

Line is the answer to your quick conveyor needs.

Not going to the show? No worries. Visit our
website at www.multi-conveyor.com to learn more
about our latest innovations. Then, call us at
1-800-236-7960.

Or, pick up the phone and call: 1-800-236-7960.

Multi-Conveyor... your best, conveyed better.

maintaining superior quality but realizing expedited
delivery. Contact Us and we'll see if our Success
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